Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
Introduction
HE Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was originally introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [1] - [9] in 1995 as an optimization technique inspired by swarm intelligence such as bird flocking, fish schooling and even human social behaviors.
Later, PSO has turned out to be a worthy alternative to the standard Genetic Algorithm (GA) and other iterative optimization and evolutionary algorithms. Although PSO outperformed GA in various tasks, it also has some weaknesses which cause others to implement various modified versions of it.
Angelina in [9] points out that the PSO often converges significantly faster to the global optimum than the EA but has difficulties in fine tuning solutions. Common weaknesses of Basic PSO include: 1) Lack of control on Parameters.
2) Lack of Dynamic velocity adjustment results in an inability to hill-climb solution. 3) Premature convergence. 4) Inability to work on dynamic search spaces.
5) Inability to work in real time problems and situations
with time limitation for finding the global optimum solutions. 6) Inability to work on multi objective problems.
Since 1995 that PSO method was introduced, many researchers tried to find optimizations to solve its weaknesses. For such an aim they introduced different new PSOs such as Particle Swarm Optimization with Spatial Extension (SEPSO) [3] , Attraction and Repulsion in Particle Swarm Optimization (ARPSO) [3] , Hierarchical particle Swarm Optimizer with time varying acceleration coefficients (HPSO-TVAC) [5] , [8] , Division of Labor in Particle Swarm optimization (DOLPSO) [3] , Gregarious Particle Swarm Optimizer (G-PSO) [5] and Particle Swarm Optimization with Area Extension (AEPSO) [9] .
In this study, we used AEPSO and investigated new factors and their effects on it with the aim of solving common weaknesses of Basic PSO. These new heuristics are as follow: 1) Different communication ranges. Following [9] , problem domain is an environment with 500×500 pixels, 15 goals/bombs. In our experiment the bombs are randomly set to explode between the 3000 and 20000 iterations. Five observers/robots and 44 static obstacles are used and robots (particles) task is to find bombs and disarm them (in static, dynamic and noisy environments) before they explode.
In section 2, Particle Swarm Optimization with Area Extension (AEPSO) is presented. In section 3, experimental setups are introduced. Section 4 shows the results of experiments. Discussion, conclusion and future works are presented in section 5 and 6 respectively.
Particle Swarm Optimization with Area Extension (AEPSO)
As proved in [9] , AEPSO solve common weaknesses of Basic PSO by adding following conditions/heuristics: 1) New velocity heuristic.
2) Hot zone/area heuristic.
3) Communication methodology. 4) Credit Assignment heuristic. 5) Boundary Condition heuristic. Further details about these conditions/heuristics are presented in [9] .
In this study, we add a new condition and also improved some of the others as follow:
1) Hot zone/area heuristic.
2) Different Communication ranges conditions. 3) Noise condition.
Experimental Setups
As it was mentioned, in this study, we used AEPSO to solve a real time robotic problem and to achieve to better performance; we made changes in some of AEPSO conditions/heuristics and also added a new entity to our environment named noise condition.
Communication Methodology Hypothesis: Different communication ranges affect the performance of the PSO.
In this paper, we tested two different communication methodologies based on robotic real world rules (e.g. robots can only communicate with those who are in their communication ranges). In the first method, robots share their experiences and memories about the areas which they observed (local best position (p), global-best area and global-best position (g)) during the communication.
In the second method, they can send a help request to other robots that are in their communication ranges whenever they found themselves in danger of short time bomb definition (e.g. mostly when there is more than one bomb with low definition time in a same area) or resend other robots' request to those who are in further distance from the requester. The help request signal will force receivers to decide to leave their current area for help or continue their observation tasks.
Hot Zones/Areas
Hypothesis: By allowing a particle (robot) to leave the area (hot spot), prior completing the task previously assigned to the particle, could improve the performance of AEPSO.
As mentioned in [9] , in AEPSO the environment is divided to sub virtual fixed areas (e.g. areas with a certain credit according to the proportion of bombs, robots and obstacles in each area).
In this study, we used two scenarios (e.g. in first scenario robots are not allowed to leave an area with a positive credit as in [9] , in the second scenario, they have the permission to leave the area with hope that gravity of the area cause them to return). We used a 20×20 pixel for each area.
As in [9] , robots find the global-best area from areas that have the maximum number of goals in it between neighbors current areas (e.g. global-best position can be presumed as a certain or random position in the globalbest area).
As mentioned in [9] , robots have general information (proportion of bombs, robots and obstacles) about two layers of area neighbors and use this information for area changing task.
Noise Condition Hypothesis: In this phase, we used a simple noise to increase the complexity of problem solving task and investigated the effectiveness of AEPSO on noisy realtime problems.
In this paper, we added a random noise (e.g. a positive or negative unit) to each effective element of our area credits (e.g. proportion of bombs, robots, obstacles). By such a factor, we tried to test the results in environments with more real world elements and more complexity.
The Results of Experiments
In this study, we tested the effect of two different communication methods and hot zone/area scenarios with different communication ranges (e.g. 500, 250, 125, 5 pixels) in two different environments (e.g. static, dynamic).
As [9] , in dynamic environment, obstacles positions are fixed, but goals can move in the environment by choosing a random direction and take a velocity equal to 2. In the second scenario, we used second communication hot zone/area scenarios and we also added a random definition time for bombs. All of the presented results are based on 100 runs. We also tested the results of the noise on area's credits in both communication scenarios and environments. Other parameters were set as in [9] . Tables 1 show the It is necessary to notice that in both figures, the second communication methodology was used.
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Discussion

Noise Conditions
As we expected, noise conditions could not have a huge effect on AEPSO performances in different environments with different communication rules and scenarios. We should consider that our aim was to show the capability of noise resistance on AEPSO and its easy adaptation to such a situation.
New Hot Zone/Area Rule
As we expected, this new rule/scenario (e.g. leaving an area without complete bomb observation (temporary exit/leave)) helped to achieve an acceptable group performance in such an environment (e.g. in situation that robots should find out which one of the bombs have fewer blow up time and which one should be disarmed first).
Although results showed that we have a minor decrease in the first 3000 iterations in environments without the definition time for bombs, we should also consider that we have no more loops of directions and temporary stuck as in [9] . We should also mention that by using the second scenario, we found more hopes to solve problems with the real-time complexities.
Help Request
Unfortunately, the capability of requesting for help that we added to the AEPSO did not have the effect we expected on group performance. We should consider that the proportion of our test environment distance to number of bombs which were used in it dose not let us use such an ability (e.g. there is a low probability to have more than one goal in an area and even if such a situation happened we are still limited by the blow up time of bombs).
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we explored the effectiveness of AEPSO in a simulated environment with different communication ranges, communication strategies and also investigated the effects of a simple noise on areas credits.
By adding these extra issues to AEPSO, we expanded the usage of Swarm technology and PSO in a simulated environment and achieve to a multi robot problem solving method in resizable group of simple programmed robots. By such a new method we also fixed the Basic PSO problems and weaknesses and established a new solution with more flexibility for it, which can be easily adapted in dynamic environments and real-time problems.
In future, we will try to find an improvement for new neighborhood topology (Hot Zone/Area) by emphasizing on moveable hot areas. Indeed, we will also use AEPSO in new learning methods such as ability to train before doing the real test (cooperative learning). We will also test AEPSO potential in an environment with lack of safe and trustable information.
